Secure Schools & Hospitals With Trilogy Stand Alone Access Control

- Add Trilogy stand alone access to your existing panic devices
- Adaptable to most major manufacturers exit devices; for wide stile and narrow stile doors
- Set up schedules to auto unlock/lock or first manager in sets to unlock
- Authorized access using PIN code, HID Prox card or use both PIN and Prox for highest security
- Ideal for securing exterior doors in schools, hospitals and commercial buildings
- Add, delete, change users at keypad or use our DL Windows software to manage your system at your PC
- Rugged 12-button metal keypad, non-handed, fully field reversible
- Clutch mechanism insures long life and durability
- 2000 user codes and/or accepts most HID Prox cards and keyfobs
- Up to 40,000 event audit trail log, time and date stamped
- 500 scheduled lock/unlock scheduled events (w/time zone support)
- Prox card data can be uploaded from the lock via AL-PRE or entered directly into your computer using DL Windows software
- Also available in prox only model (ETPL)

We’re your Trilogy access control specialists, call us today: